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Across the globe, loyalty program managers are facing profound and irrevocable 
change resulting from the evolution of retail and the shopping experience. 
Ingrained habits have been forever altered by the e-commerce economy, the influence of social networks 
and peer reviews, rising consumer expectations for shopping convenience, mobile apps, location tracking, 
same-hour home delivery and, more recently, emerging technologies such as mobile wallets, chatbots, 
mobile clienteling and virtual reality. 

The shopping experience will never be the same, thanks to digital dominance, consumers’ increasing 
reliance on mobile devices and the breadth of collective disruption they have created. These seismic 
industry shifts also give rise to a host of associated shopper behaviors and expectations for retailers 
and brands.  

The result?  

Loyalty programs will never be the same again, either. In this new environment, they demand to be 
modernized to remain effective, meaningful and relevant to today’s shoppers. 
 
The first in a series of global surveys conducted by 500friends reveals some long-standing 
misconceptions about consumers’ engagement with loyalty programs. Responses from 200 retail 
and consumer packaged goods (CPG) loyalty program managers and 1,000 consumers in 
North America, the UK, Western Europe and Asia serve as a wake-up call for an industry that must 
now function in an on-demand, omnichannel marketplace. It must reposition itself for consumers 
who crave rewarding, real-time, sustainable and memorable connections with their favorite brands 
and retailers.  

Supported by compelling new findings about loyalty’s wide-reaching impact on consumer engagement  
and long-term brand and retailer health, our report presents a new emphasis on “connected loyalty.” 
Connected loyalty is built on a deep understanding of today’s consumers - people - through the 
orchestration of strategy and technology to connect all customer capabilities within the organization 
and across every touchpoint. 

EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY
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Connected Loyalty: Why It’s So Important

Consumers Engage & Disengage Selectively with Loyalty Programs: Be Among Their Top 5 

Loyalty programs are experiencing a “loyalty disconnect,” marked by program managers who profess to embrace a 360-degree view of 
members but struggle to understand member needs and fail to personalize offers in their marketing and communications efforts. On the  
other hand, consumers frequently describe their loyalty programs as underwhelming, too much work for the promised payoff, or irrelevant 
to their lives and values. According to our data, the vast majority (80%) of consumers belong to 5 or fewer loyalty programs, and 50% have  
abandoned a loyalty program that did not meet their needs. Staying in the “Top 5” frame of mind is key to successful loyalty program 
engagement, resonance and long-term success.

Loyalty is a Leading Indicator of Engagement: Its Impact Extends To the Broader Business and Brand 
The impact of loyalty programs extends far beyond net membership growth, satisfaction surveys and Facebook likes. Loyalty has a  
deep impact on overall business performance and retailer health – positively and negatively. Nearly 90% of members on average say they  
shop far more with brands they enjoy and value, but nearly two-thirds shop far less with brands if loyalty programs fall short.  Consumers who  
abandon unsatisfactory loyalty programs are also more likely to abandon the retailer or brand altogether. 

It’s Time to Recognize Loyalty as a Marketing Science: Shared Challenges Create a Global Need
Loyalty professionals find it increasingly complex and challenging to design, manage and implement loyalty programs. Obstacles include
dramatic, ongoing changes and pressures on the retail market, driven by the influence of social, digital and mobile capabilities, and changing
consumer behaviors and expectations. Program managers often struggle to measure the impact and financial value of their programs, 
and they struggle to find colleagues and employees who are well versed in loyalty marketing strategy and tactics. Loyalty marketing, strategy 
and operations are now critical enough to a company’s financial health that loyalty should be recognized as its  own marketing science, 
on equal footing with other marketing disciplines. As Forrester Senior Analyst Emily Collins has noted: “Loyalty is mission-critical for 
the future of business success.”
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“Connected loyalty”
is about orchestrating

all of the organization's
capabilities to the benefit of
the customer and the brand,

a true value exchange.

The Value of Connected Loyalty
One of our survey’s most compelling insights is this:
A loyalty program positively impacts consumer activity  
with a retailer or brand, with 86% shopping more if they like  
the program. But the converse is true and disconcerting:  
Nearly two-thirds (63%) of consumers who leave a loyalty  
program also quit shopping or shop less frequently with the 
brand or retailer. 

How can loyalty programs respond?  
“Connected loyalty” means mobilizing connections from 
all possible consumer touchpoints, all locations and all 
devices. Brands must operationalize data points to 
understand not only a customer’s activities, but also their 
individual preferences, behaviors and values, to create 
truly personalized brand experiences for each consumer. 
Brands should create personalized and memorable 
relationships with their consumers by engaging all that
they know about them to make the most of the interaction.

Connected loyalty programs weave intuitively and seamlessly 
into consumers’ lives. They thrive on underlying strategies 
that connect consumers to data, data to the brand, and the 
brand directly back to consumers. Once captured, loyalty 
program data must permeate the entire organization to empower 
more enlightened business decisions from customer service, 
e-commerce, product design and quality, finance, digital and
social, marketing and other corporate divisions.



ACTIVATION AND ENGAGEMENT

PROGRAM IMPACT

How Much Less Do Disappointed Members Shop?How Much More Do Engaged Members Shop?

North America
Europe/UK
Asia

Retail Loyalty Benchmarks as Told by the Consumer

MEMBERSHIP

15%+ More

6% to 15% More 16%

48%

36%

14%

47%

40%

32%

44%

24%

Stop Shopping

Shop Less

No Change

Share of Members that Belong to
at Least One Retail Loyalty Program

Of Those, the Share of Members that Belong
to Five or Fewer Programs in any Category

Of Those, Share who have Joined at
Least One Program in the Last Year

Share of Members Active in 50%
or Fewer of Their Programs

Share of Members Who Have
Left a Program Entirely

Today's consumer is selective 
about which loyalty programs 
they join, and which ones they 
engage with regularly. While 
many have joined a program 
recently, many have also left.  
When consumers are engaged, 
they spend more with the brand.  
When they decide to leave their 
membership, many shop less, 
and some stop shopping with 
the brand entirely.

KEY:

North America
Europe/UK
Asia

KEY:

58% 46%56% 81% 82% 67% 87%55% 54%

34% 32% 51% 51% 41%52%

53%
38%

57%

24%
33%

29%
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Retail Loyalty Benchmarks as Told by the Consumer
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What consumers want…

When asked, consumers
have plenty of ideas for

improving loyalty programs. 
Yes, they want more rewards,

more relevance and more
frequent opportunities

to earn and burn. 

But their answers also
provide insights into the types

of connected loyalty
they seek.

 It would be really cool if there were 
special surprise gifts that came 

occasionally from the loyalty programs.  
Surprise treats would make me feel 

closer to the program and I would be 
more likely to recommend it and want 

to spend more.  The gifts wouldn't have 
to be anything really big.  Little perks...

that would be awesome."

 Make the offers more tailored and 
 relevant to customers."

“ 

“ 

Loyalty programs should study my 
 shopping habits and design loyalty 

 programs best suitable for me."

 Make me feel special and worthwhile, 
 so I remember the experience."

Give more incentives for interacting 
  with the company."

“ 

“ 

“ 

“Do you belong to a retailer/CPG brand loyalty program?”  
Our survey responders answered...

The View from Global Consumers

55%YES
45% NO



Consumers’ Membership 
in Loyalty Programs:  
Fewer Than You’ve Heard

Not only are today’s consumers selective about the
number of loyalty programs they join, they’re not in a 
mind to be misunderstood, ignored or subjected to 
less-than-stellar products or service. Most consumers 
can count on one hand the number of loyalty programs 
in which they actively participate.

Across the globe, most consumers concentrate
their membership in up to five programs. On average,
80% belong to five or fewer programs, and only 41% 
claim to be active in all of them. The numbers speak 
to the selectivity with which today’s consumers 
engage with their loyalty programs: Connectivity must 
be strong for them to welcome their retailers and brands 
into that select group of programs and wallets.

If the pool of engaged consumers is actually smaller
than loyalty programs have traditionally considered,
and the chance of losing their membership and their
business is greater than thought, key questions arise.
Which ones make the cut, and which ones don’t?
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40%

30%

20%
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80% 83%

67%

4% 3%

13%

North America Europe/UK Asia

Join up to 5 Programs Join 10 or More Programs

Number of Loyalty Memberships

Up to 5 Programs 10 or More Programs



28%

27%

16%

6%

8%

8%

28%

23%

15%

10%

12%

10%

45%

44%

40%

29%

21%

22%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Offered an
Incentive

Valuable
Rewards

Discovered a New
Brand/Retailer

Positive
Online Reviews

Someone
Recommended It

Retailer
"made me

take notice"

Consumers Join  
Loyalty Programs  
for Relevance and  
Personal Value
Retailers and Brands Must Be  
Connected to Be Top of Mind

Worldwide, consumers join loyalty  
programs for the same three reasons: 

1. They accepted an incentive to join. 

2. They deemed the rewards relevant to them 
and their respective lifestyles. 

3. They discovered a new retailer/brand.

Because they choose selectively,  
consumersare sending a strong message to 
CPG brandsand retailers: to be a Top 5 pro-
gram, the rewards and the brand must be as 
valuable as the consumer’s investment of time 
and money.

NORTH AMERICA EUROPE/UK ASIA

Why Consumers Join Loyalty Programs
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• Don’t understand me
• Respond slowly or not at all if I have 
   a question or raise an issue
• Support an idea, cause, program or personality 
   that clashes with my values and beliefs
• Offer low-quality products
• Deliver unsatisfactory mobile experiences 
   (app/website) 

My loyalty to you 
will erode if you...

                  

I’ll be more loyal 
to you if you...

• Create "great memories"
• Respond quickly when I have a question 
  or raise an issue
• Support an idea, cause, program or personality 
   that meshes with my values and beliefs
• Offer high-quality products
• Deliver satisfying mobile experiences
  (app/website)

Why Consumers Stay Loyal



Consumers Quit 
Loyalty Programs 
Because They  
Lack Value 
and Simplicity
Three key factors also are at play  
when consumers disengage from  
or quit a loyalty program. 

1. First, they say they abandon programs 
if the value of the rewards wanes over 
time or the program does not live up to 
promises. 

2. Second, they withdraw if achieving a  
meaningful reward is too time-consuming,  
costly or too much work – an investment  
not worth the payoff.  

3. And lastly, they leave if rewards simply  
are not relevant. 

If more than half of loyalty programs are 
at risk (50% have quit a program), all  
other loyalty programs are in play.  
Managers must know how to structure 
them correctly,personalize them to deliver 
continuous value, and create experiences 
that stand out as relevant, meaningful and 
memorable to each participating member.

Why Consumers Leave Loyalty Programs
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23%

23%

14%

7%

7%

8%

27%

25%

14%

8%

5%

5%

18%

19%

13%

13%

8%

4%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Insuffficient/Waning
Value

Requires Too Much
Work/ Effort/Spending

Irrelevant Rewards

Already Belong to
Too Many Programs

Program Was
Too Complex

Rewards Expired
Too Quickly

NORTH AMERICA EUROPE/UK ASIA

                  

• Don’t understand me
• Respond slowly or not at all if I have 
   a question or raise an issue
• Support an idea, cause, program or personality 
   that clashes with my values and beliefs
• Offer low-quality products
• Deliver unsatisfactory mobile experiences 
   (app/website) 

My loyalty to you 
will erode if you...

                  

I’ll be more loyal 
to you if you...

• Create "great memories"
• Respond quickly when I have a question 
  or raise an issue
• Support an idea, cause, program or personality 
   that meshes with my values and beliefs
• Offer high-quality products
• Deliver satisfying mobile experiences
  (app/website)

Why Consumers Lose Loyalty
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The Power of Loyalty to Make (or Break) the Brand
 

The Loyalty “Disconnect”  

A loyalty program definitely impacts consumer activity 
with a brand: 86% shop more if they like the program, 
63% shop less if they leave it.

58%30%

11%

Spend 1% - 5% more

Spend >15% more

Spend 5% -15% more

60%

64%

75%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

North America

Europe/UK

Asia

86%

82%

94%

76% 78% 80% 82% 84% 86% 88% 90% 92% 94%

North America

Europe/UK

Asia

These are significant numbers.
Done well, loyalty can deepen customers’ activity with the brand through increased consideration, recommen-
dation, sales and spending frequency. Done poorly, its potential negative impact extends well beyond the loyalty 
program to the entire brand and bottom line.

At a time when loyalty experts struggle to measure the success and contribution of their programs to overall 
brand growth and revenue, consumers are simultaneously asking, “What’s in it for me?” And if their answers are 
not satisfactory, they are willing to abandonloyalty programs that do not provide value for programs, brands and 
retailers that deliver.

If They Like the Program, Consumers Shop More. If They Quit the Program, Consumers Shop Less.

If They
LIKE 
a Loyalty
Program

86%
SHOP
MORE

SHOP
LESS

63%
If They
ABANDON 
a Loyalty
Program

How Much More Do They Spend?



Consumers Want Connected Loyalty
With more than 50% of loyalty programs in North America, the UK, Western Europe and Asia revamping their rewards, earning structures and tiers, it is a sign  
of both internal and external pressures that are brought to bear in today’s retail environment. One North American manager’s assessment is telling: “A total refresh 
would need to be implemented. Due to new technologies and competitors, we would need to refresh most of our loyalty program to help us stand out more.”

They Feel Lack of Empathy
Nearly half of program managers worldwide 
(49%) proclaim to have a 360-degree view of their 
customers, yet 50% of consumers say they have 
abandoned a loyalty program, either because the 
program’s value was insufficient, the rewards  
were not relevant, or because too much time,  
effort or money was needed for meaningful  
redemption. Globally, nearly two-thirds (63%)  
of consumers will quit or reduce their shopping 
with a retailer or brand once they leave a  
loyalty program.

Consumers Seek Meaningful Connections 
Whether they’re exploring a new brand, peer  
recommendations or interacting with a  
preferred brand, consumers seek valuable  
loyalty connections in their lives. They’re likely  
to join a program because it offers incentives  
(29%) and relevant rewards (28%), but they  
also trust the positive recommendations (10%)  
and online reviews (9%) of like-minded  
consumers. Globally, 76% of consumers will  
shop 5% or more with the brand if they are  
loyalty-program engaged. 

The Window of Opportunity for Loyalty 
Only 13% of consumers in Asia, 4% in North  
America and 2.5% in Europe/UK are active in 10 
or more loyalty programs, according to our data. 
Within that construct, loyalty managers must 
ensure that their program is and remains 
top-of-mind. The same advice applies to the 
entire brand, given that consumers who begin 
to pull away from the loyalty program are also
likely to pull away from the brand. 

Suggestions and recommendations for change emerge from consumers’ stated desires for memorable, satisfying and  
in-the-moment experiences with retailers and brands, and from loyalty program managers’ insights into their key challenges.
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A complicated marketplace provides both the impetus and the opportunity for a global Loyalty Reset. 
“Connected Loyalty” leverages the onverging forces of strategy, technology, mobility, consumers’ activities  
and data to understand who consumers are, follow them regardless of where they are or which channel 
they choose to engage, reward and recognize their behaviors and preferences in a way that makes them 
feel understood, remembered and valued.



Top KPIsTop Goals of Loyalty

63%

48%

44%

44%

31%

52%

39%

41%

28%

Attract/Recruit
New Customers

Increase Members'
Shopping Frequency

Increase Overall
Spending and

Basket Size

67%

22%

26%

45%

40%

25%

56%

25%

40%

Growth in
Membership

Share of Members
Who are Active

Digital engagement/
app downloads

BUSINESS IMPACT

GOALS AND KPIs

North America
Europe/UK
Asia

Retail Loyalty Benchmarks From The View of the Program Operator

MEMBERSHIP AND ACTIVATION

Share of Programs Where 30% or
More of Customers are Members

43% 24%41%

Share of Programs Where 40%
or More of Members are Active

47% 43% 40%

Share of Programs Growing 10%
or More Per Year in Membership

68% 96%48%

Share of Programs Where Members
Contribute More than 20% of Revenues

66% 72% 88%

Share of Programs Where Members
Respond 10%+ Higher to Non-Members

57% 35% 32% 34% 41% 60%

Today's Loyalty Program 
Managers have accountability 
to engage a significant share of 
the brand's customer base and 
revenue. Keeping members 
active and responsive, and 
winning loyalty's share of the 
marketing budget is key.  

KEY:

North America
Europe/UK
Asia

KEY:

Share of Programs Where 
Loyalty Programs Represent 10% or 
More of the Overall Marketing Budget
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Retail Loyalty Benchmarks from the View of the Program Manager



The vast majority of managers who responded to this survey work in the retail sector. 

In pursuit of connected loyalty, they also have definite ideas about how to engage with their customers, 
understand their customers, personalize rewards,  and leverage data to improve interest and activity in loyalty programs around the world. 

Following are some of their open-ended ideas for improving loyalty programs.
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What loyalty managers
suggest…

 To improve the loyalty program, we 
should understand spending patterns."

  Provide maximum training to our 
front-end team to convert each 

and every customer to 
a loyalty program member."

 Tailor the loyalty program to each 
consumer - but focus on the top 
consumers, i.e., the most loyal."   Focus more on offering free add-on

incentives with large purchases."

 We must protect the privacy of 
our customer data."

 Make the offers more tailored
and relevant to customers."“ 

“ 

“ 

“ 

“ 
“ 

Who are today’s loyalty program managers? In which sectors and sub-sectors do they work?  
What do they know about the programs they operate, and what challenges them most?

The View from Loyalty Program Managers

North America Europe/UK Asia91% Retail
9% CPG

83% Retail
17% CPG

76% Retail
24% CPG



Loyalty Managers: The Front Line
Regardless of the country or region, loyalty program managers identify similar challenges and obstacles

Bottom line, managers report that loyalty programs require an ongoing juggling act involving  
internal limitations (staff, expertise, budgets), external vendors, complex technologies 
and unpredictable and (currently) unknowable consumers.

The most-cited challenges across three core areas include:
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EXTERNAL OPERATIONAL FINANCIAL

Consumers are shopping less 
in stores, more mobile/digital
 

Consumers' behaviors 
and expectations change 
too quickly

Technology changes 
too quickly to adapt

Experienced loyalty employees 
and in-store loyalty training 
are in short supply

Comprehensive, easy-to-use
loyalty solutions are difficult
to find

Too many loyalty vendors, 
and lack of communication 
among vendors

Difficulty determining the 
right rewards, pricing structure 
and ideal funding rates

Perception of loyalty as a 
cost center rather than as 
a revenue generator

Difficulty incorporating 
customer data and loyalty 
program data to influence 
broader business decisions 

58%:

48%:

42%:

37%:

33%:

30%:

48%:

40%:

37%:
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360-Degree Customer Capability & Strategies by Region

Enabling Connected 
Loyalty  
We asked, and they told us: 
Forty-nine percent (49%) of program managers 
say they leverage a 360-degree view of  their
consumers for everything from personalization 
and predictive analytics to segmentations and 
omnichannel interactions.

But these same managers say they also 
struggle to keep pace with their members and 
customers, whose shopping habits, expectations 
and preferences change frequently. Consumers’ 
unpredictability often arises in their attraction 
to new and exciting technologies, channels and  
brands, whether the newcomers have long-term 
stickiness or even immediate value. In response,  
loyalty program managers also seem to be 
experimenting with a little bit of everything in  
the marketing toolkit to see what resonates.  

360-Degree View of the Consumer? Managers Say Yes...

And They Have 360-Degree Strategies in Place

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Personalized
messaging/offers

Predictive
analytics

Segmentation

Communication
channel optimization

Cross-brand insights

North America Europe/UK Asia

60%

50%

43%

38%

30%

48%

43%

33%

27%

9%

60%

60%

52%

52%

0%

}
}
}
}
}

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120%

North America

Europe/UK

Asia

Yes/Somewhat Unsure No

83%

100%

8%

11%

4%

6%

11%

}
}
}



Top 5 Loyalty Program KPIs
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The Loyalty Program  
Measurement Gap: 
Who’s Measuring What? And Why?

Managers acknowledge that their key challenges  
involve determining the right financial value of the 
rewards they offer, connecting the rewards program’s 
contributions to the greater business, and changing 
perceptions of loyalty programs as cost centers, 
not the valuable revenue generators that they are. 
However, none of the key performance indicators 
(KPIs) that uncover deeper profitability insights 
appear in managers’ top six responses about their 
current measurement strategies.

Perhaps most surprising were loyalty professionals’ 
top-ranked metrics for evaluating program success.  
In an industry whose roots now span more than 35  
years, loyalty programs still rely heavily on basic  
growth metrics, such as acquisition, activity levels  
and member satisfaction to determine whether their 
programs are financially successful and contributing  
to the bottom line.

67%

56%

30%

20%
26%

45%
48%

37%
40%

23%

56%

24%

44%

24%

48%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Growth in
Total Membership

Member
Satisfaction

Incremental
Revenue

Share of
Active* Members

Communication 
Reach/Response

North America Europe/UK Asia

These metrics provide a basic picture of numeric growth, 
but they ignore the value of deeper data that can:

     • Prove the financial value of the loyalty program 
          portfolio as a function of the brand’s investment

     • Continuously monitor changes and needed 
          adaptations

     • Track, measure and predict the lifetime value,  
          profitability, contribution and untapped 
          potential of each loyalty program member

*The definition of “active” (42%) means engagement within the last 90 days.



78%

North America

Personalized Marketing
Social Marketing
Mobile Marketing; App

77%

North America

In-Store Experiences
Improved Privacy
Anti-Fraud/Hacking
Measures

76%

Europe/UK

Social Marketing
Mobile App
Mobile Marketing

73%

Europe/UK

Anti-Fraud/Hacking 
Measures
In-store Experiences; 
New Payments; 
Mobile-First Capabilities
Improved Privacy

Social Marketing
New Ways to Redeem
New/Different Rewards

84%

Asia

84%

82% 80% 69% 67%
80% 76%

91%

74% 67% 61%
80%

64%

Asia

Wearable Technology
Improved Privacy
Mobile-First Capabilities; 
New Payments;
In-Store Experiences

Worldwide Loyalty Strategies in 2017:
Program Overhaul Progress

As Loyalty Experts 
Look to the Future, 
What Do They Envision?
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Implementing or Enhancing for Improved Brand-Customer Interactions (Top 3)The fact that 52% of managers in Asia, 47% in 
Europe/UK and 36% in North America are 
implementing or enhancing a complete program 
overhaul is testament to the speed with which 
change occurs in today’smarket. 

• North America places more emphasis on new 
marketing strategies and technologies, as well as 
in-store experiences and improved member  
privacy and anti-fraud measures.

• Europe/UK places higher emphasis on 
mobility, marketing and payments, and it joins 
North America in supporting greater member 
privacy and anti-fraud measures.

• Asia is the only region to emphasize wearable 
technology as a primary strategy, and its manag-
ers place more emphasis on social marketing and 
new rewards types to engage consumers.

Implementing or Enhancing for Operational Efficiency (Top 3)

52%
47%

36%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

North AmericaEurope/UK Asia

Considering a Complete Program Overhaul

Europe/Uk North America Asia



What’s the solution? As a very basic strategy, loyalty programs should broaden their metrics beyond acquisition  
and satisfaction by focusing on the loyalty program’s financial value to the broader business as fervently as they measure  
numerical growth or survey customers about their satisfaction levels.

Loyalty’s Status:  
Worthy of Recognition as Its Own Marketing Science 
These types of unanswered questions and unmeasured KPIs serve  
as the foundation for long overdue recognition of loyalty as its own 
marketing science.

Loyalty program managers indicate they have some insights into the 
impact and contributions of their loyalty programs.  But given the  
importance of loyalty programs to customer engagement, company 
revenues and overall retailer and brand success, the existence of vast 
amounts of new information calls out for analysis and consideration  
to prove a program’s broader value, impact and overall brand role.

It is crucial to recognize loyalty marketing as a marketing science  
within the broader marketing sector, equivalent to its role and  
contributions to the brand and core growth. Such recognition  
serves as the impetus for more specialized training around loyalty  
strategy and loyalty operations, from the marketing department to  
the store floor, and more emphasis and rigor around loyalty  
measurement and evaluation. More than a marketing division add-on, 
loyalty is a unique marketing practice and science with its own  
unique contribution to the health of the retailer or CPG brand.

Robust loyalty data and more robust marketing calculations  
can help answer these key questions:
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• What is the right number of members to have in our program? 

• Which members are active and why? What tactics and strategies  
    are working? 

• What is the profitability and value of each relationship?

• Are my program’s rewards, tiers and benefits aligned to member
   value?

• Which members left the program? What happened just before 
   they left? 

• Which attrited members should I try to win back?
 
• What is the ROI on my program?
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BRAND SPOTLIGHT
Two Case Studies of Connected Loyalty 



9

Engaging with your customers is difficult if you don’t know who they are. Connecting with customers is incrementally more  
challenging if their purchases and brand interactions tend to occur only at limited times of the year.

At 400,000+ members strong, the UGG Rewards program is successfully addressing both challenges –  and simultaneously 
positioning the iconic boot/fashion brand for a market increasingly influenced by younger consumers, social influence,  
online recommendations and built-in, seamless loyalty.

Launched in October 2016, the UGG Rewards loyalty program tackles common retail challenges around understanding  
customers and encouraging continuous engagement, says Carma Caughlan, Director of Customer Engagement and Loyalty 
for Deckers Brands, which owns UGG. 

Because UGG products are sold
across several channels – third-party retail 
stores, online and direct-channel stores – 
the brand was previously unable to collect 
and analyze first-party data on all of its 
customers. Today, the program not only 
enables and simplifies data collection, it 
rewards consumers for providing it. At 
sign-up, the rewards program now captures 
basic data about customers – name, age, 
location, mobile number, email and optional 
information, such as birth date.
 

To spur program interaction beyond UGG’s 
peak fall/holiday shopping season, the 
brand rewards members for non-purchase 
activities. They earn points when they sign 
up, link social media accounts, post on 
Twitter or Pinterest, create or share a wish 
list, or post an online review, for example. 
Offering rewards for brand consideration, 
social sharing and online networking is 
particularly relevant for younger customers 
whose lives revolve around digital and 
social activities, and whose brand 
preferences influence their peers.

Continued engagement is built into UGG’s 
earn-redeem cycle, with redemption
thresholds as low as 10 points. A requirement
to redeem rewards within 90 days helps 
ensure continued engagement and transactions 
beyond the peak fall/holiday season into spring 
and summer. Says Caughlan: “To be a true 
lifestyle brand, you have to be meaningful 
year-round.” 

UGG Rewards: 
Get to Know Your Customers, and Offer Multiple Opportunities for Engagement
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Piloted in October 2015 and launched nationwide a year later, UGG Rewards has 
experienced across-the-board increases in all KPIs for members,  
including average order value, frequency of engagement and sales frequency. 
Per-member revenue exceeds that of non-members, and UGG continues to  
monitor program enrollment, engagement rates, attrition and potential fraud.

“In this day and age, customer information is the new currency. 
The more you know about the customer, the more effective your 
business is going to be,” Caughlan says.  

Several factors are critical to successful loyalty in today’s complicated and 
ever-changing retail market, according to the UGG Rewards team: 
    

Next in the UGG Rewards strategy discussion is the plan to create personalized, 
streamlined experiences based on member data, behavior and preference. 
“How do we use digital technology and what we know about members to create 
unique experiences that drive business?” Caughlan asks. “For example, we think 
a lot about how we insert ourselves at that moment of truth, the point where a 
customer actively transitions from consideration to purchase. Online, it’s the 
cart. In the physical retail world, perhaps it’s when a customer launches mobile 
pay or mobile wallet. Delivering a personalized reward or incentive in that 
moment could help close that sale, and it’s something we’re looking at very 
aggressively this year.”

UGG Case Study continued
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ALIGN the loyalty program strategy to both your business  
objectives and customers’ activities/behaviors, and define success
measurements accordingly

LEVERAGE data and act on it

RELY on reputable, market-tested loyalty vendors that can align data 
with CRM for meaningful analysis, insights and recommendations

TEST the program fully before launch to fine-tune strategy 
while managing risk



1•800•FLOWERS.COM, INC.: 
Get to Know Your Customers Across Multiple Channels

Theoretically, loyalty should be complicated for a company like 1-800-FLOWERS.com, Inc., a disruptive brand 
that made its name selling flowers over the phone and has grown into an enterprise encompassing nine 
distinct brands specializing in the retail, online and mobile sales of flowers, gourmet foods and gift baskets. 

1-800-FLOWERS.com. 1-800-Baskets.com. FruitBouquets.com. Cheryl’s Cookies. Fannie May chocolates. The Popcorn Factory. Stock Yards steaks and chops.  
Wolferman’s baked goods. Harry & David fruit and gift baskets. All are part of the 1-800-FLOWERS family of brands.

The company and its “Celebrations Rewards” program are focusing intently on a core concept – the customer experience – to create successful loyalty across all nine brands 
and to position the company for what it calls “conversational commerce,” says Rahul Chand, Senior Director, Enterprise Loyalty Marketing, for 1-800-FLOWERS.

“One of the unique challenges for us is balancing the user experience and making it consistent from brand to brand,” Chand explains. “In a retail store, an associate can usually 
read customers’ body language or expressions to know if they are getting the best experience, but face-to-face interaction cannot be replicated online or in an app. It’s my job 
to make sure the user experience for our loyalty program members provides a personal touch and remains consistent across all nine brands.”

To create consistency, 1-800-FLOWERS has built personalization, customization, brand-centric promises and technology innovation into its business operations 
and the 2016 revamp of the Celebrations Reward program: 

Loyalty Integration with 
Digital Wallets: 
Aware that most consumers 
will not download a dozen 
apps for a dozen different 
loyalty programs, the 
1-800-FLOWERS enterprise 
is integrating Apple and Google 
wallets into its transactions, 
so that users can "keep their 
virtual key fobs in one place," 
Chand explains. As mobile 
commerce becomes more 
ubiquitous, 1-800-FLOWERS 
plans to be front and center.

Multi-Brand Crossover for 
Shopping and Rewards: 
Each brand website hosts a 
banner that displays all nine 
brands. Web and mobile 
customers can buy easily from 
their favorite brand or click to 
any of the other eight. Rewards 
earned with one brand can be 
applied and redeemed across all 
nine. “For the loyalty program to 
work seamlessly across all our 
sites,” he says, “we had to 
create the multi-brand 
shopping experience.”

The Focus Remains on 
the Brand, Not the 
Loyalty Program: 
Communications from 
Celebrations Rewards 
arrive directly from the 
brand, not the rewards 
program. "We want our 
customers to be loyal to the 
brand they originally signed 
up with," says Chand. 
"Celebrations Rewards is 
the loyalty engagement 
mechanism, not the brand."

Full Mobile Capabilities: 
All brands are fully operational 
in the mobile environment, with 
mobile-optimized sites and 
apps that make it easy for 
customers to shop, earn, 
redeem and check balances 
and rewards tiers from 
smartphones and mobile
devices. “We want to make 
sure that customers continue 
to have the same consistent 
experience on mobile devices 
that they have on the desktop,” 
says Chand.

Non-Transactional Awards: 
Loyalty program members 
earn rewards for activities that 
do not require a purchase. They 
can collect points for posting 
on social media networks,  
connecting to the brands’  
social media networks, or 
using brand hashtags. Explains 
Chand: “As the market evolves, 
we’re moving beyond just 
transactions to give customers 
other opportunities to engage 
with the brands.”

1 2 3 4 5
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Embracing the Future of  
“Conversational Commerce”
1-800-FLOWERS is also experimenting with the emergence of 
“conversational commerce,” or customer-to-brand interactions 
that are powered by Amazon’s Alexa voice-recognition 
technology, Facebook chat capabilities, and 1-800-FLOWERS’ 
own “GWYN” (Gifts When You Need), a concierge service 
powered by IBM’s Watson technology to help customers 
choose the right gift.

“We think that’s where the marketplace is 
headed, and we want to make sure our brands 
are positioned for this future from a loyalty 
perspective. If a customer is talking to Alexa, 
they can order flowers or ask about their points. 
When they’re engaging with our concierge, 
GWYN can make sure they know they have an 
outstanding $20 reward. It’s very exciting stuff.”                                                                                         
                                                                                     Rahul Chand

1-800-FLOWERS is tracking the lifetime customer value by 
measuring revenue per member, member activity, frequency 
of engagement, cross-brand shopping and other value-based 
activities. CRM and campaign data integration via 500friends 
and Merkle, as well as Google Analytics and other data sources, 
feed into regular reports to monitor growth and success. 

“Creating an easy-to-use loyalty program can be difficult, as 
other retailers and brands will attest,” Chand acknowledges, 
“but it really comes down to ease of use. User experience is  
no longer a separate function from marketing. As loyalty  
marketers, it’s essential for us to create user experiences that 
drive loyalty and are embedded throughout the entire  
marketing strategy and mindset.” 
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Hi. My name is Gwyn. I’m a virtual assistant 
here to help you find the perfect gift.

What are you looking for today?
Example: I’m looking for some flowers for my wife.

What type(s) of flowers or plants are you looking 
for? Example: tulips, roses, lillies, carnations etc.

flowers

roses

A rose by any name would smell as sweet!

I think these items would be a nice fit for your 
recipient.

1-800-FLOWERS Case Study continued
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About 500friends:
500friends, a Merkle Company, is a leader in loyalty marketing solutions. Clients 
depend on us to help them develop and execute a differentiated and impactful customer 
loyalty strategy that delivers the business results they expect. Our team is based in 
San Francisco, with employees in numerous locations across the United States and in 
China. We are focused on one client-centric objective: providing personalized customer 
loyalty experiences seamlessly across multiple channels and devices, resulting in proven 
retention and maximized profitability of customer relationships.

About the Survey: 
The 500friends survey was conducted during the weeks of Jan. 16-23, 2017, and included 200 
loyalty program managers (100 North America; 75 Europe/UK; 25 Asia) and 1,000 consumers 
(700 North America; 200 Europe/UK; 100 Asia).

www.merkleinc.com  |  www.500friends.com
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CRM Orchestration - Delivering omni-channel interaction and personalization requires that brand loyalty 
leaders focus efforts on identifying and getting to know a broad base of customers.  Orchestrate, prioritize 
and plan how data will be mobilized to the greatest benefit in partnership with CRM efforts and teams, and 
against the right segments and personas for your organization.

Program Innovation - Engaging members and reaching “top of mindshare” status with them requires creating 
a differentiated value proposition that delivers utility, context and connection.  Evaluate your program 
strategy and communications for differentiation, value to members, and utility.

Digital Harmony - Optimizing technology means reducing friction and making good behaviors more seamless 
for customers.  Design a mobile, social and commerce strategy for your loyalty program in partnership with 
your technology and digital teams.

Financial Rigor - Maximizing the financial performance of your loyalty program requires a long view of 
customer value.  Evaluate program performance as viewed from a customer value perspective.

Brand Experience - Inspiring a meaningful and memorable commitment from customers requires a 
brand-centric connection in your loyalty program. Integrate what you know about your members at every 
level, at every touch point, and in all that you do with your brand.

Connected loyalty holds promise for actualizing loyalty marketing’s evolution as a unique marketing science. 
Today’s winning loyalty program leads the way for retailers and brands as they follow, learn about, listen to, 
interact with and delight their consumers across all  touch points – brick-and-mortar, digital, mobile, social, 
virtual and whatever comes next.

Conclusion and 
500friends 
Recommendations: 
Winning Strategies for Retail  
and CPG Loyalty Programs
Today’s loyalty programs must evolve to capture 
the opportunity a digital-dominant market has 
created for retailing and the shopping experience.
Today’s consumers want a personalized and 
memorable relationship with brands, and expect 
retailers to engage all that they know about them 
to make the most of the interaction.

It’s clear from our study that loyalty programs have 
been undervalued for their strategic impact on 
overall brand health and growth. Repositioning for 
“connected loyalty” calls for new ways of developing, 
delivering and measuring success for today’s 
loyalty program teams. 


